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As formed by the late
Robert R. Johnson

R

obert R. Johnson (1928-2010) was a 20th century icon in the world of rare
coins and a recognized expert in important and rare stamps in the philatelic
field. He was a master numismatist internationally renowned for his extreme
knowledge of rare U.S. and world coins with an emphasis on gold coins. He
established the Robert R. Johnson Coin & Stamp Company in San Francisco in 1954. The
cornerstones of honesty, integrity, and expertise upon which he built the company are still
in place today.
His passion for stamps started him collecting as a young boy. He would enjoy researching and cataloging, and his love of the U.S.1847 Issues was his main focus. During his
many years in the collectibles field, Bob accumulated an amazing array of #1s and #2s—all
sound, four margin examples with expertizing certificates.
“Bob” handled many major numismatic and philatelic rarities, including various “Jenny
Inverts.” But in the philatelic world, he was well known for his deep abiding study of the
United States “First Issue” of 1847—the 5-cent and 10-cent stamps that were the first ever
issued by our country. This, of course, is his great Gold Rush Collection—Bob’s phenomenal holding of both stamps and covers from this issue—that is offered in this public
auction by the Daniel F. Kelleher firm.
Over the course of his long career, Robert had the distinct pleasure of handling the
purchase and sale of some of the great major rarities in the numismatic field, including the
coveted Panama-Pacific Exposition Commemorative Gold Set #1.
He is also known for the conservation and restoration of gold coins recovered from sunken treasure ships including the Brother Jonathan, a steamship that was carrying millions of
dollars in gold coins. For its final voyage in July 1865, crates of gold coins had been loaded
on the vessel, including the annual treaty payments in gold for Indian tribes, Wells Fargo
shipments consigned for Portland and Vancouver, and gold carried on board by the passengers. A large ship’s safe safeguarded valuable jewelry, more gold coins, and gold bars.
The gold alone was valued at $50 million dollars in today’s dollars. For over 125 years, the
ship’s treasure of gold and artifacts remained one of the Pacific’s great secrets and when its
cargo was finally discovered and came into the marketplace, Johnson’s renowned firm was
instrumental in its restoration and purveyance to institutions, museums and collectors.
Bob Johnson was one of the first dealers in the United States to establish relationships
with foreign national banks, buying U.S. gold coinage and returning it to America. Robert
R. Johnson was a life member of the American Appraisers Association. He also served as
president of the prestigious Professional Numismatists Guild in 1975-1977. In addition, he
was a life member of the American Stamp Dealers Association and the American Numismatic Association, as well as the American Philatelic Society.
Understanding the depth of Robert’s knowledge in numismatics and philately is only part
of his legacy. He was also a humanitarian well known and loved for his pleasant nature and
helping hand. Robert delighted in sharing his knowledge of coins with his clients. He will
always be remembered as one of the greatest figures in the field of numismatics.

Welcome to the Kelleher Auctions
1847 “GOLD RUSH” COLLECTION
Bob Johnson was truly wonderful person and a personal friend. His passion for rare, high-quality coins has
given him iconic status in the numismatic field. His easy going manner and temperament always gave one a
pleasurable experience, no matter how tough the deal was. He also shared a passion for philately and never missed
an opportunity to acquire items for his own personal holdings. What he truly enjoyed and cherished, was by far, his
1847s. It is this collection that we have the esteemed honor of presenting to you in the enclosed catalog.
Bob’s method of collecting was based on excellence: if a stamp had truly an impressive quality, especially rich
sharp color, crisp impression, an attractive cancel, or was a valued variety, AND it had virtually perfect large
margins along with a certificate, Bob wanted to own it. He looked at these stamps as he did his coins, perhaps
looking at them as MS-65, MS-66 or MS-67 and never reached the point where he had too many. His collection,
presented within these pages is a testament to Bob Johnson’s passionate search for beautiful quality. That is why
there is page-after-page of incredible single items that would satisfy the most fastidious collector.
It is our pleasure to present to you the 1847 “Gold Rush” Collection. We have categorized what is arguably
one of the most intriguing and collectible issues of stamps within US philately. It has been divided into several
sections so as to allow a casual buyer to enjoy participating or a student of the issue to find his specialty items. We
cannot recall in recent times when a quality 1847’s holding of this depth has been offered. We hope that you will
enjoy this offering and take this opportunity to participate in this extraordinary event.
We are also excited about the new venue in New York City, the Fletcher-Sinclair Mansion which is steeped in
elegant charm and history. Also, these sales are being held in conjunction with Heritage Auctions “Signature”
auction sales. For more details, please visit HA.com.
You don’t want to miss the vast array of United States and Worldwide Postal History, Stamps, Collections,
Stocks and Accumulations from Robert Johnson’s private holdings- these are offered in a separate catalog and will be
auctioned on Sunday, February 24th.
In closing, we would like to take a moment and thank each of you for your support and business over the
past year and we look forward to servicing your needs in the coming year. In our commitment to providing you the
best possible services- we would like to announce that Rick Penko, FRPSC, formerly of Spink USA/Spink-Shreves
has joined our staff as Auction Manager. We were most fortunate to be able to have him become a member of our
dedicated team after that firm’s closing of their Dallas offices.
We look forward to seeing you at the auction or visiting with you over the phone and/or web. Do not
hesitate in contacting us!
Warm Regards,

		

Laurence Gibson 				

David Coogle			

Rick Penko

Bidding Increments:
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to 70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000 increase by $5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of the auctioneer.
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Grading and Condition
Superb
Extremely Fine
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Fine
Very Good (VG)

Extraordinary item in the finest condition.
Outstanding and exceptional Quality
Stamp and or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centerd than Very Fine but better centered than Fine.
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the designs clear of the perforations; the designs of imperforate stamps
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Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
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Second Session
Saturday, February 23, 2013, after the Conclusion of the First Session
Lots 501-832
The "Gold Rush" Collection of the United States 1847 Issue
Fletcher-Sinclair Mansion, 2 East 79th Street, New York, NY

1847 Issue

501

502

503

501

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat blue grid cancel, one of the most appealing and desirable examples of this stamp we
have ever offered, with tantalizing brilliant fresh color and sharp impression, a grand 5¢ 1847 that would please the most
particular collector, Extremely Fine; 1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $485.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

502

m
5¢ red brown (1), light red grid cancels, absolutely gorgeous top quality example with vivid fresh color and
impression, large margins to very large margins, Extremely Fine; 1989 P. F. certificate for horizontal pair, from which
this handsome stamp was taken, this being the left stamp from the pair. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

503

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat blue circular grid cancel, quintessential GEM quality example, large to very large margins, attractive shade, a relatively common stamp in uncommon condition, Extremely Fine and choice; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $485.
Estimate $500 - 750

504

505

506

504

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, pretty example with large to extremely large margins including
sheet margin at bottom, nice shade and impression, an exceptionally choice stamp, Extremely Fine; 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

505

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat blue circular grid cancels, very large margins including a portion of the bottom sheet
margin, excellent shade and impression, exceptional stamp, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

506

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancels, extraordinary large margined example, excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
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507

508

509

510

507

m
5¢ red brown (1), generous red grid cancel, handsome top quality example with alluring rich color, Extremely
Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

508

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, fabulous large margins including the bottom frame line of the
stamp above and the top frame line of the stamp below, luscious rich shade, Extremely Fine; 1997 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

509

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, very pretty example with big margins including the bottom
frame line of the stamp above, with heavenly bright color, Extremely Fine; 1995 P. F. cert. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

510

m
5¢ red brown (1), light red circular grid cancel, sensational GEM quality example in unparalleled quality, with
particularly strong color and clearly etched impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $600 - 800

511

512

513

514

511

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancels, handsome example, ample to very large margins including the
bottom frame line and imprint of the stamp above, excellent shade and impression, Very Fine, handsome; 2000 P. F.
certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

512

m
5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancels, flawless top quality GEM stamp, ample to very large margins, attractive
shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

513

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, extremely desirable stamp, completely sound and choice,
ample to very large margins including a small portion of the bottom frame line of the stamp above, Extremely Fine; 1989
P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

514

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat light red circular grid cancel, appealing example with brilliant color, nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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515

516

517

518

515

m
5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancel, well balanced margins and gorgeous rich color, Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

516

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red grid cancel, desirable well margined stamp with vivid fresh color, Extremely Fine;
1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

517

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancels, large to extremely large margins including a small portion of the
bottom frame line of the stamp above, breathtaking post office fresh color, Very Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate for a pair,
from which this gorgeous stamp was taken, this being the left stamp from the pair. Scott $450. Estimate $400 - 600

518

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, fabulous example with large to extremely large margins including a tiny portion of the top frame line of the stamp below, excellent sharp early impression, a remarkable showpiece, Extremely Fine; 2002 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

519

520

521

522

519

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, fabulous example with extremely large margins and sterling
rich color, Extremely Fine; 2002 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

520

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, exquisite high quality example with well balanced margins
and splendid color, Extremely Fine; 1987 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

521

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, immaculate fresh example, ample to very large margins, attractive
shade, Very Fine; 1990 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

522

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, brilliant fresh example in exemplary quality, large margins all
around, attractive shade, crisp impression, Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
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523

524

525

526

523

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancels, wonderfully attractive high quality stamp, large margins all
around, later impression, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

524

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat blue circular grid cancel, sterling example with exquisite color, a nice shade approaching the more valuable orange brown, Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

525

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancels, impressive example with desirable color, Very Fine; 2004 P. F.
certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

526

m
5¢ red brown (1), light red circular grid cancel, lovely four margined example with brilliant color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

527

528

529

530

527

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, nicely balanced margins, a choice stamp with vibrant color, Very
Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

528

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, marvelous choice stamp, attractive shade and impression, Very
Fine; 2001 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

529

m
5¢ red brown (1), light circular red grid cancel, lovely example with glorious color, large margins all around,
nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 1986 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

530

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, very choice example with balanced margins and vivid color, Very
Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
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531

532

533

534

531

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancels, gorgeous example with extremely intense color and nicely balanced margins, Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

532

m
5¢ pale red brown (1), red New York square grid cancel, tremendous example of this stamp in the pale red
brown shade, with wonderfully large margins and fresh color, Extremely Fine; 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

533

m
5¢ pale red brown (1), red New York square grid cancel, unbelievably fresh and choice example, clear to
very large margins, Very Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

534

m
5¢ pale reddish brown (1), neat blue circular grid cancel, dynamite example of this extremely elusive shade,
large to very large margins including a portion of the bottom frame line of the stamp above, light shade and impression,
accompanying certificate notes this shade as pale reddish brown, Very Fine; 1992 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

535

536

537

538

535

m
5¢ brown (1), neat red grid cancel, very large margins, excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine;
1987 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp a red brown which we respectively disagree. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

536

m
5¢ brown (1), red circular grid cancel, an extremely impressive 5¢ 1847, large to extremely large margins including partial frame lines of the stamps at left and at top, nice impression, light shade, Extremely Fine; 1986 P. F. cert
which calls this stamp a red brown. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

537

m
5¢ brown, Dot in upper right "S" variety (1), light red grid cancel, sensational well centered example, almost dark brown in shade, large to very large margins, sharp crisp impression, attractive stamp, Extremely Fine; 1985
P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown. Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

538

m
5¢ brown (1), very light blue cancel, featuring extremely wide margins including a noticeable part of the
stamp at left, nice shade and impression, with alluring rich color, Extremely Fine; 1996 P. F. cert, which calls this stamp
a red brown, however, we strongly feel that this is the more difficult brown shade, please take this into account when
viewing. Scott $510.
Estimate $500 - 750
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539

540

541

542

539

m
5¢ brown (1), red circular grid cancels, tremendous GEM quality example with perfectly balanced margins
and breathtaking color and impression, Extremely Fine; 2001 P.S.E. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, however, we strongly feel that this is the more difficult brown shade, please take this into account when viewing. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

540

m
5¢ brown (1), red circular grid cancel, remarkable eye catching example, large to very large margins, excellent shade, sharp crisp impression, Extremely Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

541

m
5¢ brown (1), unobtrusive red grid cancel, fabulous example with bold rich color. almost dark brown, large
margins all around, attractive shade, sharp impression, Extremely Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red
brown. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

542

m
5¢ brown (1), light red circular grid cancels, delightful extremely fresh example, nice shade and impression,
Extremely Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

543

544

545

546

543

m
5¢ brown (1), generous red circular grid cancels, attractive example with tantalizing color, almost dark brown
shade, crisp impression, Extremely Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate, calls this stamp red brown. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

544

m
5¢ brown (1), red circular grid cancel, incredible example of this tough color variety, large margins all around,
excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1993 P. F. certificate. Scott $450. Estimate $400 - 600

545

m
5¢ brown (1), red circular grid cancel, extremely appealing top quality example with large even margins, a
choice copy of the light brown shade, Extremely Fine; 2002 P. F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

546

m
5¢ brown (1), red circular grid cancels, tremendous deep rich color, almost dark brown, ample to large margins, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
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547

548

549

550

547

m
5¢ brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, extremely fresh and choice, large margins all around, Very Fine;
1984 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, however we feel strongly that it is the brown shade, please take
this into account when viewing. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

548

m
5¢ brown (1), red circular grid cancel, desirable example of this stamp in the tougher brown shade, a handsome four margined example, Very Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, however, we strongly
feel that this is the more difficult brown shade, please take this into account when viewing. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

549

m
5¢ brown (1), light red circular grid cancel, lovely well balanced margins, an exquisite example, almost dark
brown shade, nice impression, Very Fine; 1990 P. F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

550

m
5¢ brown (1), light red cancel, an impressive example with bold rich color and wonderfully balanced margins,
Very Fine; 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

551

552

553

554

551

m
5¢ brown (1), light red circular grid cancel, large to extremely large margins, attractive shade and impression,
Very Fine; 2001 P.S.E. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, however we feel strongly that it is the brown shade,
please take this into account when viewing. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

552

m
5¢ brown (1), red cancel, impressive example with balanced margins and particularly strong color, Very
Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, however, we feel strongly that it is the brown shade, please
take this into account when viewing this impressive stamp. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

553

m
5¢ brown (1), light red circular grid cancel, attractive shade and impression; pressed out horizontal crease at
bottom, Very Fine; clear 2001 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown and does not note crease. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

554

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), red grid cancel, spectacular GEM quality example, a relatively common stamp in uncommon condition, wonderful large margins and mouth watering rich color, Extremely Fine; 1980 P.F. cert. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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555

556

557

558

555

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), red grid cancels, an extraordinary example of this desirable dark brown color variety,
large perfectly balanced margins and dynamite deep rich color, just a great stamp, Extremely Fine; 2002 P. F.
certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

556

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), blue cancels, impressive well centered stamp, large to very large margins, pencil notations on reverse, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

557

m
5¢ brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, flawless high quality example in remarkable GEM quality, excellent shade and impression, large to very large margins including a portion of the top frame line of the stamp below, Extremely Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate, which calls this a red brown. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

558

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), neat red circular grid cancel, impeccable top quality example, large margins all around,
excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

559

560

561

562

559

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), light red circular grid cancel, impressive example in flawless condition, with clearly
etched impression, Very Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

560

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), red circular grid cancel, beautiful example of this desirable color variety, excellent shade
and impression, Very Fine; 1994 P. F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600

561

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), very light blue circular grid cancel, remarkable example of this elusive color variety, with
deep prooflike color and well balanced margins, Very Fine; 2002 P.F. cert. Scott $885.
Estimate $400 - 600

562

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), light red circular grid cancel, impressive appearing large margined stamp, with bold rich
color; small corner crease at upper right (not noted on accompanying certificate), otherwise Extremely Fine; clear 1980
P. F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
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563

564

565

563

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), light red grid cancel, large to very large margins including possible sheet margin at top,
nice shade and impression; small tear in top margin just touches the frame line (not noted on the accompanying certificate), otherwise Extremely Fine; clear 2004 P. F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

564

m
5¢ brown orange (1d), neat black circular grid cancel, extremely fresh and choice example of this difficult
color variety, clear to large margins, excellent shade, later impression as usual, Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate as
Scott 1b (previous Scott number). Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

565

m
5¢ brown orange (1d), black circular grid cancel, extremely handsome example of this scarce shade, large
margins all around, nice impression, excellent shade, Very Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate, which calls this an orange brown,
but Scott did not give this shade a separate number at that time. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

566

567

568

569

566

m
10¢ black (2), plate scratches in right margin, lightly struck red grid cancel, a matchless gem of unparalleled
quality, with boardwalk margins and beautiful rich color, destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine; 1994 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

567

m
10¢ black (2), light plate scratches outside of bottom left frame line, two red circular grid cancels, extremely
appealing high quality example with dynamite color and impression, Extremely Fine; 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

568

m
10¢ black (2), bold red circular grid cancel, tremendous large margined example including the frameline of
the stamp below, deep rich shade, sharp crisp impression, absolutely magnificent showpiece, Extremely Fine; 1983 P.
F. certificate for a pair from which this gorgeous stamp was taken, this being the left stamp from the pair. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

569

m
10¢ black (2), generous red grid cancel, tremendous copy of this popular stamp with remarkably large margins and luscious color, Extremely Fine; 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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570

571

572

573

570

m
10¢ black (2), red grid cancel, delightful top quality example, large margins and ravishing rich color, rich
shade, Extremely Fine; 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

571

m
10¢ black (2), light red circular grid cancel, outstanding example with large equally balanced margins, excellent sharp impression, a great stamp, Extremely Fine; 1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

572

m
10¢ black (2), red circular grid cancels, an exemplary high quality stamp with excellent sharp impression,
right margin almost large enough to be a sheet margin, Extremely Fine; 2004 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

573

m
10¢ black (2), neat blue circular grid cancel, impeccably fresh top quality example with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine; 1999 P. F. cert. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

574

575

576

574

m
10¢ black (2), red cancels, remarkable example with lively rich color and nice margins, Very Fine; 1994 P. F.
certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

575

s
10¢ black (2), tied to small piece by bold red circular grid, the quintessential 10¢ 1847, with perfectly balanced margins and exquisite clear impression, Extremely Fine; 1984 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

576

s

10

10¢ black (2), tied small piece by light red circular grid cancel, an attractive and extremely fresh example, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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577

578

579

580

577

m
10¢ black (2), light blue circular grid cancel, an incredibly fresh and choice example with wonderfully large
margins, Extremely Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

578

m
10¢ black (2), neat red face-free circular grid cancel, beautiful high quality example with fabulous centering
and breathtaking color, Extremely Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

579

m
10¢ black (2), red grid cancel, sensational top quality example with superior color, and four extremely well
balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 2002 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $1,750. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

580

m
10¢ black (2), neat red circular grid, a beautiful high quality example with four nice margins, with extremely intense color and prooflike impression, Extremely Fine; 1995 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150. Estimate $750 - 1,000

581

582

583

584

581

m
10¢ black (2), light red circular grid cancel, absolutely gorgeous gem quality stamp with very large margins all
around including bottom frameline of the stamp above, an impeccably fresh showpiece, Extremely Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

582

m
10¢ black (2), red circular grid cancels, an extraordinary example with appealing fresh color, large to extremely large margins including a portion of the frameline of the stamp below, Extremely Fine; 1990 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

583

m
10¢ black (2), neat blue cancel, heavenly top quality example with four large margins and fabulous rich
shade, Extremely Fine; 1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

584

m
10¢ black (2), generous red circular grid cancels, impressive well centered example with brilliant fresh color,
Very Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
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585

586

587

588

585

m
10¢ black (2), red circular grid cancel, desirable completely sound and choice example with vibrant color,
Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

586

m
10¢ black (2), red circular grid cancel, nicely balanced margins, a very choice example with nice sharp impression, Very Fine; signed “E Stern”, 1994 P. F. cert. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

587

m
10¢ black (2), neat red grid cancel, very pretty example with awesome rich color, sharp impression, Very
Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

588

m
10¢ black (2), double strikes of red grid cancel, attractive four margin copy, deep rich shade and impression,
Very Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

589

590

591

592

589

m
10¢ black (2), light red cancel, an impressive example with nicely balanced margins and gorgeous deep rich
color, crisp impression, Very Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

590

m
10¢ black (2), neat red circular grid cancel, brilliant fresh stamp with wonderfully wide margins, Very Fine;
1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

591

m
10¢ black (2), red circular grid cancel, extremely handsome with bold color; small scissors cut in upper left
corner margin (not noted in accompanying certificate), otherwise Very Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

592

m
10¢ black (2), bold red grid cancel, handsome and choice example with four clear margins and grand color,
Very Fine; 1997 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

12
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593

594

595

596

593

m
10¢ black (2), light red grid cancel, impeccably fresh and choice stamp with four nice margins and sensational color, Very Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

594

m
10¢ black (2), generous strikes of red circular grid cancels, desirable example in flawless condition, with four
nice margins and super intense color, Very Fine; 1974 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

595

m
10¢ black (2), red circular grid cancels, quite fresh and desirable sound stamp, Fine; 1980 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

596

m
10¢ black (2), generous red grid cancels, extremely attractive four margin copy with bold color, Very Fine;
1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

597

598

599

600

597

m
10¢ black (2), red grid cancels, ample to large margins, rich shade, sharp impression, Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

598

m
10¢ black (2), light red grid cancels, wonderfully fresh four margin copy in pristine condition, Very Fine; 1998
P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

599

m
10¢ black (2), light blue town cancel, remarkably fresh example with well balanced margins and gorgeous
vivid color, vertical frameline at right extended into top margin, Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

600

m
10¢ black (2), red circular grid cancels, premium quality sound stamp, lovely bright shade, Very Fine; 1996 P.
F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
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601

602

603

604

601

m
10¢ black (2), light red grid cancel, a handsome and desirable four margin copy with brilliant fresh color, Very
Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

602

m
10¢ black (2), light red grid cancel, nice big margins (including small part of frameline of the stamp above),
excellent shade and impression, Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

603

m
10¢ black (2), red grid cancel, handsome appearing example with sharp impression; small toned spot at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine; 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

604

m
10¢ black (2), red grid cancel, extremely fresh and choice sound stamp with vivid color, Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

605

606

607

605

m
10¢ black (2), light red circular grid cancel, close to very large margins including the bottom frameline of the
stamp above, excellent shade and impression, Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

606

m
10¢ black (2), light red circular grid cancel, nicely margined example including a large portion of the frameline
of the stamp above, nice shade and impression, Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

607

m
10¢ black, Sperati forgery (2 var.), red circular grid cancel, very large margins all around, extremely choice
and a nice addition to any 1847 collection, Extremely Fine; 2002 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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608

609

610

611

612

608

m
5¢ red brown, stitch watermark (1 var.), black grid cancel and red town mark, wonderfully fresh example
with ample to large margins, Very Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

609

m
5¢ red brown, stitch watermark (1 var.), neat blue Philadelphia town cancel, an exemplary high quality example, nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 1984 P. F. certificate, which calls the shade Brown. Scott $450+.
Estimate $500 - 750

610

m
5¢ red brown, stitch watermark (1 var.), blue grid cancel, awesome large margined example including the
top portion of the stamp below, lighter impression and shade; small thin in top right corner margin not noted in the accompanying certificate, Extremely Fine appearance; clear 1997 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

611

m
10¢ black, stitch watermark at top (2 var.), light vertical dash at top right extends from frame line to edge of
stamp, light red town cancel, very large to extremely large margins including the bottom frame line of the stamp above,
tremendous color with razor sharp impression, Extremely Fine; 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

612

m
10¢ black, stitch watermark at bottom (2 var.), light blue circular grid cancel, lovely example with impressive colored cancel, with four nice margins, Very Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,200. Estimate $750 - 1,000

613

614

615

613

m
5¢ red brown, double transfer (type “A”) (1 var.), position 80R1, showing double transfer of top frame line,
light socked-on-the-nose red circular grid cancel, a most attractive example of this desirable double transfer with exquisite color, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800

614

m
5¢ red brown, double transfer (type “A”) (1 var.), position 80R1, showing double transfer of top frame line,
red grid cancel, absolutely magnificent copy of this popular stamp, almost dark brown, ample to very large margins, attractive shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1993 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown and does not
note the double transfer at top. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

615

m
5¢ red brown, double transfer (type “A”) (1 var.), position 80R1, showing double transfer of top frame line,
unobtrusive blue town cancel, a stunning example of this desirable double transfer with gorgeous dark shade, ample to
large margins, shows double transfer nicely, Very Fine; 1989 P. F. certificate. Scott $635.
Estimate $400 - 600
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616

m
5¢ red brown, dot in “S” variety (1 var.), red New York square grid cancel, large margins all around with
beautiful balance, attractive shade, nice impression, Extremely Fine; 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

617

)
5¢ red brown, dot in “S” variety (1 var.), very large margins all around, excellent shade and impression, tied
by red New York square grid cancel on buff cover addressed to Lakeville CT, matching light NY postmark at right, Very
Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

618

)
5¢ red brown, dot in “S” variety (1 var.), clear to large margins, tied by red New York square grid cancel on
1849 folded letter addressed to Wareham Mass, matching New-York postmark at left; light file fold at right passes under
and lightly affects stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
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619

620

621

622

619

m
5¢ red brown, vertical pre-printing paper fold at bottom (1 var.), light red cancels, striking example with
boardwalk margins and brilliant color, attractive stamp, Extremely Fine; 1994 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

620

m
5¢ red brown (1), later slightly worn impression, light red circular grid cancel, gorgeous large, equally balanced margins, exceptional stamp, Extremely Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

621

m
5¢ red brown (1), later slightly worn impression, light face-free blue cancel, a wonderfully attractive top quality example with large margins all around, Extremely Fine; 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450. Estimate $500 - 750

622

m
5¢ red brown (1), later slightly worn impression and lighter shade, bright light red cancels, impressive completely sound and choice example, large margins all around, Very Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

623

624

625

626

623

m
5¢ red brown (1), later slightly worn shade and impression, red New York square grid cancel, remarkable
large margined GEM, a very pretty stamp, Extremely Fine; 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450. Estimate $400 - 600

624

m
5¢ red brown (1), slightly worn impression, light red circular grid cancels, choice four margin example, Very
Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

625

m
5¢ red brown (1), weak bottom frame line, blue Philadelphia town cancel with integral “5 cts”, wonderful example with extra large margins, attractive shade, Very Fine; 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.Estimate $350 - 500

626

m
5¢ brown (1), guide dot in top left corner margin, light red grid cancel, fantastic post office fresh example, ample to large margins, rich shade, crisp impression, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $475. Estimate $400 - 600
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627

628

629

630

627

m
10¢ black, two pre-printing paper folds (2 var.), one slightly opened at bottom left, irregular plate scratch
outside bottom right margin, red town cancel, large margins all around, excellent shade and impression, Extremely
Fine; 1995 P.F. cert. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

628

m
10¢ black (2), plate scratches inside and outside lower left frame line and upper left corner open, doubly
struck blue circular grid cancels, a striking GEM quality stamp with oversized margins and fabulous rich color, a tremendous showpiece destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine; 2002 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

629

m
10¢ black (2), light scratches in left and right margins, light blue circular grid cancel, premium quality example
with superior color and impression, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

630

m
10¢ black (2), plate scratches outside of right frame line, red grid cancels, unbelievably fresh and choice example with outstanding color, Extremely Fine; 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

631

632

633

634

631

m
10¢ black (2), plate scratches at left center outside of frame line, light red town cancel, flawless top quality example with large balanced margins and exquisite color, Extremely Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

632

m
10¢ black (2), plate scratch in top right margin opposite of “S” of “US”, red “PAID” cancels, large to very large
margins including a portion of the bottom frame line of the stamp above, nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 1998
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

633

m
10¢ black (2), two vertical dashes in the left margin, light red grid cancel, sensational example of the 10¢
1847 issue with large margins including sheet margin at right, a wonderful example with outstanding color, Extremely
Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

634

m
10¢ black (2), light plate scratches in the left margin from the bottom to about 2/3 up the side, multiple red grid
cancels, a wonderful example with extremely large margins and tantalizing deep rich color, Extremely Fine; 1994 P. F.
certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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635

636

637

638

635

m
10¢ black (2), short vertical line outside upper right frameline and faint diagonal line from top margin through
upper left corner into left margin, deep red grid cancels, an exemplary high quality example with four large margins and
beautiful centering, a wonderful showpiece with vibrant rich color, Extremely Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

636

m
10¢ black (2), short vertical dash in the right margin opposite Washington's mouth, light blue “PAID” cancel, a
beautiful top quality showpiece with breathtaking rich color and nice big margins, Extremely Fine; 1984 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

637

m
10¢ black (2), top frameline recut, left frameline recut at bottom, right frameline with small break at bottom,
neatly struck red New York square grid cancel, resplendent example with large margins and captivating color, sharp
crisp impression, Extremely Fine; 1989 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

638

m
10¢ black (2), top frameline recut, light blue cancel and small spot of manuscript ink at top left, gorgeous example with huge margins, deep rich shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

639

640

641

642

639

m
10¢ black (2), light scratches outside right frameline at upper right and inside frameline at right center, light
red circular grid cancel, gorgeous well margined example with mouth watering rich color and sharp crisp impression,
Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

640

m
10¢ black (2), vertical dash inside right frame line at bottom right opposite the “X”, neat red circular grid cancel, incredibly fresh and choice example in a remarkable state of preservation, Very Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

641

m
10¢ black (2), small vertical dash below bottom right corner, red grid cancel, amazingly fresh high quality
stamp, with beautiful large margins and stupefying rich color, gorgeous GEM, Extremely Fine; 1995 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

642

m
10¢ black (2), small vertical dash in right center margin, light mostly face-free red grid cancel, large to extremely large margins including a small part of the frameline of the stamp below, rich shade, sharp impression, Extremely Fine; 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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643

644

645

646

643

m
10¢ black (2), dot in margin above “O” of “OFFICE”, plate scratch at top left and break in bottom right frame
line, neat blue circular grid cancel, well centered with big margins including sheet margin at right, excellent gray black
shade and crystal clear impression, Extremely Fine; 1980 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

644

m
10¢ black (2), plate bruising inside right frameline opposite “E” of “OFFICE”, mostly face-free blue cancel,
lovely example with four nice margins and warm rich color, very choice, Very Fine; 1992 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

645

m
10¢ black (2), two faint plate scratches in the top left margin and faint vertical line in bottom right margin, red
grid cancel, huge margined stamp including a small portion of the frameline of the stamp above, extremely intense deep
dark color, a great stamp, Extremely Fine; 2002 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

646

m
10¢ black (2), light vertical plate scratch in top right margin plus horizontal plate scratch through Washington's nose, red circular grid cancel, immaculate and choice example in the gray black shade, Very Fine; 1977 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

647

648

649

650

647

m
10¢ black (2), light plate scratches in the left margin and in the bottom right margin, light almost face-free red
New York square grid cancel, large to extremely large margins including a portion of the frameline of the stamp at right,
an extremely attractive example featuring bright fresh color, Very Fine; 1986 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

648

m
10¢ black (2), small vertical line in bottom right margin, red cancel, large to very large margins, deep rich
shade and impression, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

649

m
10¢ black (2), light scratches in bottom right margin, red circular grid cancel, most impressive four margin
copy with warm rich color and sharp impression, Very Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

650

m
10¢ black (2), light scratches in left margin and inside right frameline, light red circular grid cancels, remarkably fresh example with finely detailed impression, Very Fine; 1987 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
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651

652

653

654

651

m
10¢ black (2), short transfer at top and large break in frame line at top left, dark red circular grid cancel, marvelous large margined example with intense color, Very Fine; 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

652

m
10¢ black (2), small horizontal line at bottom left corner, red grid cancel, lovely four margined copy with bright
color, Very Fine; 1996 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

653

m
10¢ black (2), two dots below "R. W. H." imprint at bottom, red New York square grid cancel, large to very
large margins, rich shade, sharp impression, Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150. Estimate $500 - 750

654

m
10¢ black (2), small break in horizontal frameline at bottom right and left frameline slightly extended below
horizontal frameline at bottom, light red circular grid cancels, boardwalk margins including a portion of the frameline and
“R.H.W.” of the stamp above, outstanding brilliant fresh color and finely etched impression, Very Fine; 2000 P. F. cert.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

655

656

657

658

655

m
10¢ black (2), plate bruising inside top right frameline and short vertical dash outside right frameline opposite
Washington's cheek, light red New York square grid cancel, ample to large margins all around, incredibly bright color
and prooflike impression, Very Fine; 1979 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

656

m
10¢ black (2), long plate scratches at right that show inside and outside of right frameline and faint plate
scratch outside left frameline, red New York square grid cancel, extremely desirable copy with especially choice color
and impression, Very Fine; 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

657

m
10¢ black (2), vertical line at top right opposite “S” goes from inside frameline to top margin, red New York
square grid cancel, extremely fresh and choice example with four nice margins, Very Fine; 1992 P. F. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

658

m
10¢ black (2), very small round plate bruise below right “X”, light red New York square grid cancel, well
margined example with breathtaking sharp clearly etched impression, very choice, Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
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659

660

661

662

659

m
10¢ black (2), several plate scratches outside left margin, plate bruising in bottom right margin, plate scratch
inside right center frameline, red New York square grid cancels, desirable example, completely sound and choice with
brilliant fresh color, Very Fine; 1986 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

660

m
10¢ black (2), vertical dash outside right frameline opposite “S” of “US”, red circular grid cancel, immaculate
fresh stamp with four clear margins, Very Fine; 1983 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

661

m
10¢ black (2), short vertical dash inside right frameline opposite “X”, neat red circular grid cancel, fresh and
appealing four margin copy with splendid color, Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

662

m
10¢ black (2), vertical line inside right frameline opposite “E” of “OFFICE”, neat red circular grid cancel, ample to very large margins, prooflike sharp clear impression, an attractive stamp, Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

663

m
10¢ black (2), faint plate scratches between stamps, horizontal pair (pencil notation on reverse says 67-68L),
light red cancels, large to very large margins including a small portion of the frame line of the stamp above the left stamp,
rich shade, sharp crisp impression, Extremely Fine; 1984 P. F. certificate. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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664

)
10¢ black (2), light vertical plate scratch outside right frameline, gorgeous example with large even margins,
excellent shade and impression, tied by red New York square grid cancel on 1851 folded letter addressed to Cleveland
OH, matching New York town postmark at right, Extremely Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

665

)
10¢ black (2), small plate scratch at bottom right goes from stamp below into bottom right corner and short
vertical line in top right margin opposite “S” of “US”, large to very large margins including a very small part of the
frameline of the stamp below, tied by red NY square grid cancel on 1850 folded letter addressed to New Orleans, red
New-York postmark at right, Chase notes on reverse; light cover bend passes under stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Plated Examples

666

667

668

668

666

m
10¢ black, position 6L (2), short vertical dash in top right margin, generous red grid cancels, choice four
margined stamp including sheet margin at top, excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

667

m
10¢ black, position 13L (2), small dash inside right frameline below trifoliate, red New York square grid cancel, magnificent gem quality stamp with breathtaking rich color, just a great stamp, Extremely Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

668

m
10¢ black, position 15L (2), guide dot extends into trifoliate and slight short transfer above “OF” of “OFFICE”,
red New York square grid cancel, ample to very large margins, nice shade and impression, Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

669

m
10¢ black, position 17L (2), neat red circular grid cancel, flawless example with wide margins and beautiful
centering, nice sharp impression, Extremely Fine; 1995 P. F. cert. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

670

671

672

670

m
10¢ black, position 19L (2), red New York square grid cancel, extraordinary example with large balanced
margins and radiant rich color, Extremely Fine; 1985 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

671

m
10¢ black, position 26L (2), small dot above “T” of “POST”, light red circular grid cancel, outstanding quality
example, four nice margins and alluring rich color, Extremely Fine; 2002 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

672

s

24

10¢ black, position 28L (2), small vertical dash outside right frame line opposite “S” of “US”, tied to small
piece with partial red New York town mark by matching square grid cancels, large to very large margins, with warm rich
color, Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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673

674

675

676

673

m
10¢ black, position 41L (2), two breaks in left frameline, one at bottom, one opposite “P” of “Post”, light red
grid cancels, a desirable example in pristine condition, deep rich shade, sharp crisp impression, Extremely Fine; 1980
P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

674

m
10¢ black, position 43L (2), two dots in left trifoliate, light red grid cancel, a most impression example in a superior state of preservation, Very Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

675

m
10¢ black, position 64L (2), vertical dash inside left frameline opposite the “P” of “POST”, light blue town
cancel, most impressive well centered example with lively bright color and razor sharp impression, Very Fine; 1980 P. F.
certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

676

m
10¢ black, position 71L (2), short transfer at top and three vertical dashes in top right margin from design
through frame line, light red grid cancel, choice wide margined example with deep intense color, Very Fine; 1991 P. F.
certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

677

678

679

680

677

m
10¢ black, position 77L (2), neat red circular grid cancel, gorgeous example with balanced margins and tremendous deep rich color, Extremely Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

678

m
10¢ black, position 77L (2), two diagonal scratches at bottom right on right frameline, light blue grid cancel,
desirable example with bold rich color nicely complimented by the colored cancel, Very Fine; 1989 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

679

m
10¢ black, position 77L (2), two heavy diagonal scratches near the right “X” and slight short transfer at top,
light red grid cancels, extremely fresh and choice example, nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

680

m
10¢ black, position 82L (2), three short vertical dashes in bottom left margin, lightly struck red and blue grid
cancels, well margined example with the deepest and richest color imaginable, Very Fine; 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
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681

682

683

684

681

m
10¢ black, position 96L (2), short dash in top right margin starting at the frame line, very light unobtrusive red
grid cancel, ample to extremely large margin including a portion of the frame line of the stamp at left, excellent shade
and impression, Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

682

m
10¢ black, position 97L (2), position marked in pencil on reverse, faint plate scratch in lower left margin, red
grid cancel, absolutely magnificent GEM quality stamp with boardwalk margins and beautiful color, choice stamp that
should realize considerably more than our conservative estimate, Extremely Fine; signed “Krasa” and 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

683

m
10¢ black, position 100L (2), recut right frameline with dotted section inside frameline, light red almost
face-free grid cancels, choice well margined example including sheet margin at right, deep rich shade, sharp crisp impression, Very Fine; 1993 P. F. certificate shows stamp with part of an additional stamp at top, now removed. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

684

m
10¢ black, position 5R (2), recut and partially doubled frameline at left center, light blue grid cancel, nicely
balanced margins, rich shade, sharp impression; small corner crease at bottom right (not noted on accompanying certificate), Very Fine; clear 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

685

686

687

688

685

m
10¢ black, position 9R (2), small vertical dash in right margin, doubly struck red grid cancels, supremely well
centered stamp, with appealing color and equally balanced margins, a great stamp, Extremely Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

686

m
10¢ black, position 19R (2), plate scratches in left margin, small dot below bottom frameline, neat red grid
cancels, extremely handsome wide margined example with vivid bright color, Extremely Fine; 1996 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

687

m
10¢ black, position 21R (2), no trifoliate dot, light vertical dashes in left margin, red grid cancel, extremely
handsome example with incredible color and sharp clear impression, Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

688

m
10¢ black, position 29R (2), large dot above “O” of “Office” and small dot below “H” at bottom, red grid cancel, superior example of this popular stamp, with extra large margins and warm rich color and sharp impression, Extremely Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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689

690

691

692

689

m
10¢ black, position 34R (2), showing plate scratches in the top right margin, red New York square grid cancel, a choice well margined example, excellent shade and impression, Very Fine; 1994 P. F. cert. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

690

m
10¢ black, position 43R (2), short curved line in top left margin, light red grid cancel, sterling large margined
example, excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1983 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

691

m
10¢ black, position 44R (2), multiple plate scratches in right margin, red circular grid cancel, incredibly fresh
example with nice bright color, Very Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

692

m
10¢ black, position 57R (2), diagonal scratch inside top right corner, red grid cancel, a flawless sound and
choice example with impressive deep rich color, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

693

694

695

696

693

m
10¢ black, position 71R (2), vertical line outside the upper half of the left frameline, neat red circular grid cancel, a gorgeous well centered stamp with four nice margins, with deep vibrant color, Very Fine; 1998 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

694

m
10¢ black, position 71R (2), left sheet margin and vertical line outside left frameline, dark red circular grid,
large to very large margins, incredible color and impression; pressed out corner crease at upper right not noted on accompanying certificate, otherwise Very Fine; clear 1979 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

695

m
10¢ black, position 72R (2), light red circular grid cancel, outstanding example with astounding color, with
gorgeous large margins, Extremely Fine; 1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

696

m
10¢ black, position 80R (2), short right frame line at bottom right, black circular grid cancel (uncommon on
the 10¢ stamp and a significant premium), ample to very large margins, excellent shade and impression, Very Fine;
1989 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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697

698

699

700

697

m
10¢ black, position 81R (2), faint vertical line through bottom right “X”, red circular grid cancel, a superior top
quality example with beautiful large margins and radiant rich color, a beauty, Extremely Fine; 1996 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

698

m
10¢ black, position 83R (2), open bottom right corner plus scratches and blurs inside right frameline, red circular grid cancel, most impressive well centered stamp with attractive margins all around and sterling rich color and impression, Very Fine; 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

699

m
10¢ black, position 96R (2), blurring along and inside right frameline, red circular grid cancels, impeccable
large margined example with unbelievable color and impression; light toned spot at bottom right (not noted in accompanying certificate), otherwise Extremely Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

700

m
10¢ black, position 98R (2), red New York square grid cancel, impeccably fresh high quality example, deep
rich shade, sharp crisp impression on white paper, choice stamp, Extremely Fine; 1993 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Distinctive Cancels

701

702

703

704

701

m
5¢ red brown (1), magenta circular grid cancel, handsome example with nice big margins, excellent impression and shade which approaches orange brown, Very Fine; 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $700. Estimate $600 - 800

702

m
5¢ red brown (1), extremely desirable light magenta circular grid cancel, wonderfully fresh example with four
nice margins and richly elegant color, Very Fine; 1994 P. F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

703

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat black circular grid cancel with vertical line at center, very attractive example, large
margins all around, late impression, Very Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

704

m
5¢ red brown (1), bright red grid cancel, outstanding large margined example with large margins, excellent
shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
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705

706

707

708

705

m
5¢ red brown (1), scarce red numeral “5” cancel, impeccable example with nicely balanced margins, light impression and shade, Very Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

706

m
5¢ red brown (1), light blue town cancel, impeccable GEM quality example with wonderfully large margins,
with extraordinary color and impression, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

707

m
5¢ red brown (1), multiple red town cancels, wonderful large margined example, including the vertical frame
line of the stamp to the right, late shade and impression, a very desirable stamp, Extremely Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate.
Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

708

m
5¢ red brown (1), scarce black grid cancel, impeccable example in premium quality, with luscious rich color,
a GEM, Very Fine; 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

709

710

711

712

709

m
5¢ red brown (1), blue circular grid cancel, immaculate high quality example including portions of the frame
lines of the stamps above and below and to the left, tremendous color and impression, Extremely Fine; 1987 P. F. certificate. Scott $485.
Estimate $500 - 750

710

m
5¢ red brown (1), blue circular cancel, desirable example with impressive color, large to very large margins,
excellent shade and impression; small scissors cut at bottom right, entirely in the margin, otherwise Extremely Fine;
1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $485.
Estimate $400 - 600

711

m
5¢ red brown (1), light unobtrusive blue town cancel, most impressive copy with prooflike color, dark shade,
almost brown, excellent impression, choice stamp with tremendous eye appeal, Extremely Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate.
Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

712

m
5¢ red brown (1), blue circular grid cancel, astounding example with tremendous eye appeal, large to very
large margins including a tiny portion of the top frame line of the stamp below, excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $485.
Estimate $400 - 600
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713

714

715

716

717

713

m
5¢ red brown (1), light unobtrusive reddish-orange circular grid cancel, flawless example with intense color,
excellent shade and impression, Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

714

s
5¢ red brown (1), tied to small piece by bright blue circular grid cancel, lovely example with extremely large
margins, Very Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

715

m
5¢ red brown (1), light reddish magenta circular grid cancel, marvelous well centered example with gorgeous color and impression, Very Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

716

m
5¢ red brown (1), blue town cancel with “10” rate, clear to very large margins, nice shade and impression,
Very Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

717

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancels, beautiful flawless example with razor sharp impression and four
beautiful margins, Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

718

s
5¢ red brown (1), tied to small piece by blue town cancel, 1848 docketing at left, ample to very large margins,
Very Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $485.
Estimate $300 - 400
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719

720

721

722

719

m
5¢ red brown (1), two strikes of blue italic numeral “5” cancel, wonderful example with nicely balanced margins, nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 2001 P. F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

720

m
5¢ red brown (1), light blue numeral “10” cancel, awesome example with captivating rich color, nicely balanced margins, attractive shade, Extremely Fine; 2001 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

721

m
5¢ red brown (1), neatly struck red circular grid cancel, sterling example with vivid bright color, Very Fine;
1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

722

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, nicely balanced margins, beautiful rich shade and impression, Very Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

723

724

725

726

723

m
5¢ red brown (1), light blue circular grid cancels, extremely fresh and choice four margined example with
great color, Very Fine. Scott $485.
Estimate $300

724

m
5¢ pale brown (1), neat blue town cancel “---RIDG--”, resplendent example of the terribly elusive pale brown
shade, an immaculate example with wide balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

725

m
5¢ brown (1), unobtrusive red circular grid cancels, absolutely gorgeous high quality stamp, almost dark
brown, large to very large margins, excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 2001 P.S.E. certificate, which calls
this stamp red brown. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

726

m
5¢ brown (1), pretty red town cancel, sensational top quality example in flawless condition, top margin is
large enough to have been a sheet margin, excellent shade and impression, Very Fine; 1986 P. F. certificate. Scott
$475.
Estimate $500 - 750
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727

728

729

730

727

m
5¢ brown (1), light blue numeral “5” in circle cancel, sterling wide margined example, excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1989 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown. Scott $475. Estimate $400 - 600

728

m
5¢ brown (1), blue circular grid cancels, jolly good example with super duper rich color, almost dark brown,
ample to large margins, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

729

m
5¢ brown (1), orange red circular grid cancel, extremely handsome example in spectacular quality, large to
very large margins including a portion of the top frame line of the stamp below, excellent shade and impression, Very
Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

730

m
5¢ brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, ample to very large margins, later shade and impression, Very
Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, however, we strongly feel that this is the more difficult
brown shade, please take this into account when viewing.
Estimate $300 - 400

731

732

733

734

731

m
10¢ black (2), slight short transfer at top, blue fancy “2” in circle cancel, ample to very large margins, deep
rich color and impression, scarce cancel on this stamp, Very Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

732

m
10¢ black (2), multiple red town cancels, large to very large margins including a noticeable portion of the
stamp below, nice impression, lighter shade, Extremely Fine; 2002 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

733

m
10¢ black (2), red numeral “5” cancel, dynamite example with crisp clear color and razor sharp impression,
Extremely Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

734

m
10¢ black (2), light red town cancel, wonderfully fresh top quality example with nice big margins, Extremely
Fine; 1996 P. F. cert. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Distinctive Cancels

735

736

737

738

735

m
10¢ black (2), slight short transfer at top and small break in bottom left frame line, orange-red circular grid
cancel, large balanced margins, sharp crisp impression, nice shade, Very Fine; 1993 P. F. cert. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

736

m
10¢ black (2), blue circular grid cancel, incredibly fresh and choice example with unbelievably rich color and
sharp clear impression, Very Fine; 1985 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

737

m
10¢ black (2), light blue town cancel, flawless GEM quality stamp with a pretty colored cancellation, with wonderfully large margins and dazzling color, Extremely Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

738

m
10¢ black (2), light red “PAID” cancel, an astounding high quality example with captivating rich color and
large balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 1990 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

739

740

741

739

m
10¢ black (2), dark red circular grid cancel, tremendous example of this popular stamp with bold color and attractive well balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

740

m
10¢ black (2), two strikes of blue circular grid cancel, eye catching large margined example, deep rich shade,
excellent sharp crisp impression, Very Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

741

s
10¢ black (2), tied to small piece by light blue circular grid cancel, lovely wide margined example with warm
rich color, Very Fine; signed "I. Koslow", 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
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742

743

744

742

m
10¢ black (2), neat blue circular grid cancel, impressive and choice four margin copy with lovely eye appeal,
Very Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

743

m
10¢ black (2), neat blue grid cancel, marvelous example with great eye appeal, deep rich shade, sharp crisp
impression; faint toning at top right, otherwise Very Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200. Estimate $500 - 750

744

m
10¢ black (2), neat red grid cancel at left and small part of blue (town?) cancel at lower right, delightfully fresh
and choice example with oversized margins, Very Fine; 1978 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

745

746

747

745

m
10¢ black (2), neat red grid cancel, attractive example with alluring rich color and handsome well balanced
margins, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

746

m
10¢ black (2), barely cancelled with light orange-red circular grid cancel, a marvelous example, Very Fine;
1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

747

m
10¢ black (2), very light blue town cancel, immaculate fresh example with sharp clearly etched impression,
Very Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
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748

749

750

748

m
10¢ black (2), vibrant red grid cancel, large to very large margins, nice shade and impression, Very Fine;
1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

749

m
10¢ black (2), generous red town cancels, wonderfully fresh and choice example with attractive wide margins, Very Fine; signed "H. Bloch", 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

750

m
10¢ black (2), generous red town cancel, fabulous post office fresh color with sharp clear impression, Very
Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

751

752

753

751

m
10¢ black (2), light blue cancels, lovely fresh and choice four margined example with elegant rich color, Very
Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

752

m
10¢ black (2), blue grid and “PAID” cancels, ample to large margins all around, nice shade and impression,
Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

753

m
10¢ black (2), light red town cancels, extremely large margins all around, excellent shade and impression; repaired at top adding a portion of the margin, frameline and design (not noted in accompanying certificate), Extremely
Fine appearance; clear 1992 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Postmarks by State and Town

Mobile AL
Although only 189 covers have been recorded in the Alexander
Census, Mobile being the commercial center of the state produced 57 –
5c & 63 – 10c covers. Mobile was well supplied with stamps receiving
22,200 5¢ stamps and 15,400 10¢ stamps.

754

36

)
[Alabama] Mobile postmark on 10¢ black (2), position 43R (plate scratches at top left and top right), large to
very large margins, nice shade and impression, neat red unobtrusive circular grid cancel, on 1850 folded letter originating in New Orleans and addressed to Philadelphia, matching “MOBILE Ala” postmark at right, Extremely Fine; listed in
Alexander census as having a P. F. certificate which is not with this cover. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Bridgeport CT

755

)
[Connecticut] Bridgeport postmark on 10¢ black (2), ample to very large margins, nice shade and impression, manuscript “X” cancelled on 1849 folded address sheet with green Bridgeport Ct town postmark and matching
“10” rate mark, addressed to Ellicottville NY; stamp with pressed out vertical crease, otherwise Very Fine; 1997 P. F.
certificate, which says “STAMP DID NOT ORIGINATE”. Scott $1,050 for off cover single.
Estimate $300 - 400
This is the only cover listed in the Alexander census (which notes this certificate) for Bridgeport which received only
300 10¢ stamps.
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New Haven CT
New Haven received 44,300 – 5c stamps and only 7,100 – 10c stamps
which shows in the disproportionate number of 5c to 10c covers, 438
covers were provided for in the census from Connecticut, mostly from
Hartford and New Haven, 94 are 5c and only 44 are 10c.

756

)
[Connecticut] New Haven postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), large margins all around, later impression, tied
by red circular grid cancels on 1850 folded cover addressed to Norwich City Ct, matching New Haven postmark at left;
light horizontal file fold through address, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

757

)
[Connecticut] New Haven postmark on 5¢ brown (1), large margins all around, later worn impression, tied
by red circular grid cancel on 1850 folded letter addressed to Derby Ct, light matching New Haven Ct. postmark at center, Very Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate, which calls the stamp red brown, however we feel strongly that this shade is the
scarcer brown shade, please take this into account when viewing. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Washington DC
Washington and Georgetown are the only cities which 1847 covers are
known from. Washington received 61,700 – 5¢ stamps & 13,617 10¢
stamps, yet only 96 covers are recorded by the Alexander Census in
Washington with 63 – 5¢ and 33 – 10¢. (Photo at right shows the old
Washington D.C. Post Office.)

758

)
[District of Columbia] Washington City postmark on 10¢ black (2), large even margins, nice shade and
impression, tied by dark red circular grid cancel on 1849 docketed envelope addressed to Boston Mass., matching
"WASHINGTON CITY D.C." postmark at bottom left, manuscript “Paid” at top right, Very Fine, only 33 10¢ covers from
Washington DC recorded by Alexander. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Savannah GA
Georgia produced 42 - 5¢ and 53 – 10¢ covers, Savannah only
received 2,400 – 5¢ stamps and 800 – 10¢ stamps.

759

40

)
[Georgia] Savannah postmark on 5¢ brown (1), vertical pair, large to very large margins, nice shade and
impression, tied by light red circular grid cancels on 1850 folded letter addressed to Philadelphia, matching "Savannah
Ga 10" postmark at right; light file fold through postmark, top stamp with pre-usage horizontal crease at top, otherwise
Very Fine, one of only ten 5¢ covers from Savannah recorded by Alexander and the only vertical pair on cover recorded
by him. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Louisville KY
Louisville produced 70 – 5¢ covers and 94 – 10¢ covers.
Louisville received 39,400 – 5¢ stamps and 20,800 – 10¢
stamps.

760

)
[Kentucky] Louisville postmark on 10¢ black (2), extraordinary top quality example with oversized margins, nice shade and impression, tied by black circular grid cancel on large part of folded outer address sheet addressed to Mobile Al, matching “LOUISVILLE Ky 10” postmark; postmark repaired along left edge and small part drawn
in, otherwise Extremely Fine; 1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,750+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Mobile is an uncommon destination from Louisville as Alexander records only one 10¢ cover to that destination and
less than 20% of the 10¢ covers from Louisville have black postmarks.

761

)
[Kentucky] Louisville postmark on 10¢ black (2), a beautiful wide margined example, nice shade and impression, neatly tied by light blue circular grid cancel, matching Louisville KY town cancel, on folded letter addressed to
Philadelphia; light file folds at sides do not affect stamp, Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Eastport ME
Many unique small town usages of the 1847 issue make this an
interesting state to collect. Eastport produced the largest
overall total of 36 covers: 10 – 5¢ and 26 – 10¢. They received
4,300 – 5¢ stamps and 3,600 – 10¢ stamps.

762

42

)
[Maine] Eastport postmark on 10¢ black (2), extremely handsome large margined example, rich shade
and impression, light sock-on-the-nose red circular grid cancel on 1849 folded address sheet addressed to New York
City, excellent red "Eastport Me" postmark at top left, very attractive and eye catching cover, Extremely Fine, exCreighton Hart. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Baltimore MD
More covers were produced in Baltimore than any other City
in Maryland, by a landslide. Receiving over 90% of the
supply of the stamps provided in Maryland makes this no
surprise that there are 501 – 5c covers and 143 – 10c
covers. They received 155,500 – 5c stamps and 32,800 –
10c stamps. No surprise to these numbers as Baltimore was
an economic epicenter and commercial hub at the time of
the usage of these stamps.

763

m
[Maryland] Baltimore (?) postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), two strikes of blue numeral italic “5” (possibly
from Baltimore), beautiful stamp in flawless condition, ample to large margins all around, light shade and impression,
Very Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $485.
Estimate $400 - 600

764

)
[Maryland] Baltimore postmark on 5¢ brown (1), touching to large margins, tied by blue circular grid and
matching Baltimore town cancel on folded cover addressed to Frederick Md; stamp with minor age spotting, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
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765

)
[Maryland] Baltimore postmark on 10¢ black (2), choice example with extra large margins, neatly tied by
blue “PAID” cancel on 1848 folded outer address sheet addressed to Jonesboro Tenn, matching Baltimore Md postmark; light file folds do not affect stamp, Very Fine; 1980 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

766

)
[Maryland] Baltimore postmark on 10¢ black (2), outstanding large margined stamp, light vertical line outside right frameline at top right, tied by red circular grid on 1851 blue folded letter addressed to Somerset Ohio, Blue Baltimore Md. postmark at top left; light vertical file fold at center does not affect markings or stamp, Very Fine; 2000 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Boston MA
During the issue of these stamps, Massachusetts was most likely the
most densely-settled state in the Union. 1033 covers are recorded
total from Boston: 854 – 5¢ and 177 – 10¢ with two in combination.
Interestingly, many famous persons are in these known
correspondences, such as Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and P.T.
Barnum to name two. Boston received 401,000 – 5¢ stamps and
41,000 – 10¢ stamps.

767

768

769

767

m
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, impressive well
margined stamp, brilliant fresh color and impression, Extremely Fine; 1994 P. F. certificate for cover from which this
stamp was removed (cover enclosed from Boston). Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

768

m
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 5¢ brown (1), red circular grid cancel, a superior top quality stamp,
with wonderful well balanced margins and ravishing rich color, just a great stamp, Extremely Fine; 1989 P. F. certificate
for this stamp on a cover, since removed (cover enclosed from Boston). Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

769

s

770

)
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 5¢ brown (1), impressive and attractive example with large margins
including the top frame line of the stamp below, excellent shade, sharp impression, tied by red circular grid cancel on
1848 folded cover addressed to Providence RI, matching “BOSTON 5 cts” postmark at center; light file fold passes
through left edge of Boston postmark, Extremely Fine; 1989 P.S.E. certificate, which calls this stamp a red brown, however we feel strongly that this shade is the scarcer brown shade, please take this into account when viewing. Scott $525.
Estimate $500 - 750

[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 5¢ brown (1), tied by red circular grid on small piece, matching
Boston, Mass postmark at right, clear to very large margins, nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, however, we strongly feel that this is the more difficult brown shade, please take
this into account when viewing. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
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771

)
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 5¢ brown (1), large to very large margins, nice shade and impression, neat red circular grid cancel on 1848 folded letter addressed to Newburyport Mass., matching Boston postmark at
right, Extremely Fine; 1994 P. F. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, however we feel strongly that this shade is
the scarcer brown shade, please take this into account when viewing. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

772

)
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 5¢ brown (1), very large margins all around, later worn impression,
just tied by red grid cancel on 1849 folded letter addressed to Wareham Mass, matching Boston Mass “5 cts” postmark
to left of stamp; small sealed cover tear does not affect stamp or postmark, Very Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate, which calls
the stamp red brown, however we feel strongly that this shade is the scarcer brown shade, please take this into account
when viewing. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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773

)
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 5¢ dark brown (1a), large to very large margins, red grid cancel, on
folded cover addressed to New York City, matching Boston “5 cts” postmark at right; light cover bend passes under
stamp which has a small age spot, otherwise Very Fine; clear 1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $925.Estimate $600 - 800

774

)
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 10¢ black (2), tremendous top quality showpiece with extra large
margins, rich shade, sharp impression, tied by red circular grid cancel on 1849 folded printed notice addressed to Saint
Louis Mo., matching “U.S. EXPRESS MAIL BOSTON Mass.” at top right; faint file fold through address, Extremely Fine;
1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
This is the only U.S. Express Mail Boston cover with an 1847 stamp used to St. Louis Mo. recorded by Alexander,
most all covers are addressed to Philadelphia and were part of the Ludlow Beebee find.
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775

)
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 10¢ black (2), fantastic example with wonderfully large margins,
nice shade and impression, tied by red circular grid cancel on undated folded cover addressed to Philadelphia with
matching lightly struck “U.S. EXPRESS MAIL BOSTON Mass.” at left and numeral “10” at center; cover with small toned
spot at top center (away from stamp) and light file fold through address, Very Fine, ex-Paul Berner. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

776

)
[Massachusetts] Boston postmark on 10¢ black (2), large to extremely large margins, deep rich shade
and impression, neatly tied by red circular grid and matching Boston “10 cts” postmark on Brown envelope addressed to
Homer NY; light fold away from stamp, Very Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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St Louis MO
All but one cover exists from any other town than St.
Louis. There are 311 covers in total; 117 – 5¢ and
194 – 10¢. Producing the “Turner” correspondence
and having great commercial usages from
companies to Philadelphia or New York. St. Louis
received 45,400 – 5¢ stamps and 30,300 – 10¢
stamps.

778

777
777

m
[Missouri] St. Louis (?) postmark on 10¢
black (2), vertical frameline slightly extended at bottom left and small break in horizontal frameline at bottom right, light
blue integral “10” town marking (probably St. Louis), brilliant fresh example, nicely margined stamp with great color,
Very Fine; 1995 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

778

m
[Missouri] St. Louis (?) postmark on 10¢ black (2), red town cancel (probably St. Louis), handsome appearing four margined stamp with deep prooflike color; small closed tear at top into design, otherwise Extremely Fine;
1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

779

)
[Missouri] St. Louis postmark on 10¢ black (2), impressive four margined example with deep prooflike
color, plate bruising inside and outside of right frameline, tied by red St. Louis Mo. postmark with integral “10” rate on
blue 1850 folded letter addressed to Philadelphia; light file fold through address does not affect markings or stamp, Extremely Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Albany NY
There are 133 total covers recorded from Albany: 114 – 5¢ and 19 – 10¢.
Albany received 106,400 5¢ stamps and 7,300 – 10¢ stamps.

780

)
[New York] Albany postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), horizontal pair, ample to very large margins, excellent
shade and impression, tied by red circular grid cancels on 1848 folded letter addressed to Buffalo NY, light matching Albany NY town cancel; vertical file fold through right stamp breaks paper and left stamp with light horizontal pre-usage
crease, Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

781

)
[New York] Albany postmark on 5¢ brown (1), large to very large margins, deep rich shade and impression, tied by red circular grid cancel on envelope addressed to Providence RI with matching “ALBANY N.Y.” town cancel with fleurons; stamp with two small creases at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $500 - 750

50
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New York City, NY
The commercial importance of New York State during the 1847 period is
reflected in that over 40% of the stamps produced were sent there. A whopping
1,791 – 5¢ covers and 868 – 10¢ covers are recorded. New York received
930,000 – 5¢ stamps and 295,000 – 10¢ stamps. As the only City that received
the stamps on the Day of Issue, July 1, 1847, no covers are known used on that
day. In fact, the earliest recorded is on July 7th, where two covers are reported.
A domestic use and one used to England in which the latter is offered in this
sale. (Engraving at right shows the Old Dutch Church in New York City, site of
Robert Morris' post office in 1847.)

782

783

784

782

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), red NY square grid cancel, the quintessential GEM
quality 5¢ 1847, with astoundingly large margins and rich elegant color, deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine; 1987 P. F. certificate for this stamp on a cover, since removed (cover enclosed from New York). Scott
$450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

783

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancel, marvelously well
centered stamp, large to very large margins, Extremely Fine; 1987 P. F. certificate. Scott $450. Estimate $500 - 750

784

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancels, fabulous eye
catching stamp, large to very large margins including the top frame line of the stamp below, excellent shade and impression, Very Fine; 1989 P. F. cert. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

785

786

785

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancel, extremely wide
margins and beautiful rich color, Extremely Fine; 1996 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

786

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancel and light manuscript marking at left center, sterling example with breathtaking color, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
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787

788

787

s
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), tied to small piece by red New York square grid cancel, extremely large margins including frame lines of stamps at left and at top, sharp early impression, Very Fine; 1991
P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

788

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), light red New York square grid cancel, wonderfully
fresh wide margined stamp with brilliant color, Very Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

789

)
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), vertical pair, ample to large margins, lighter shade,
two guide dots in top margin of top stamp, tied by red New York square grid cancel on folded cover addressed to Knoxville Tenn, matching “NEW-YORK” town mark and manuscript “postage due”; light file fold at center and minor edge
wear along top edge of cover, Extremely Fine; 1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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790

)
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), large to very large margins including a small portion
of the frame line of the stamp at right, wonderful rich shade and sharp crisp impression, tied by red New York square grid
cancel on 1847 folded outer address sheet addressed to Hartford Conn.; light vertical file fold at center does not affect
markings or adhesive, Extremely Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

791

)
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), clear to very large margins, wonderful prooflike color
and impression, tied by red New York square grid cancel on cover addressed to Lakeville Ct, manuscript “via Bridgeport”, matching NY postmark at right; minor age spots on cover and stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
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792

)
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), handsome example tied by red New York square grid
cancel on 1851 folded letter addressed to Saratoga Springs NY, matching New-York postmark at upper right, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

793

)
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), large margins all around, nice shade and impression,
tied by red New York square grid cancel on 1849 folded cover addressed to Albany NY, matching New-York postmark
at center; file fold through postmark, otherwise Very Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
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794

)
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), clear to very large margins, excellent shade and impression, tied by red New York square grid cancel on buff envelope addressed to Lakeville Ct, matching New-York
postmark at right; stamp with light staining at left and bottom, Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

795

796

797

795

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ brown (1), superior top quality stamp, almost dark brown, very large
margins all around, red New York square grid cancel; small toned spot at left, Very Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate, which
calls this stamp red brown. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

796

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ brown (1), red New York square grid cancel, immaculate fresh quality stamp, large to very large margins, Very Fine; 1988 P. F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

797

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ brown (1), red New York square grid cancel New York square grid
cancel, beautiful appearing example, almost dark brown, large to very large margins including part of the bottom frame
line of the stamp above; faint toned spots at top and bottom, otherwise Very Fine; clear 2002 P.S.E. certificate, which
calls this stamp red brown and does not mention toned spots. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
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798

)
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ brown (1), clear to large margins, tied by red New York square grid
cancel New York square grid cancel New York square grid cancel on 1849 folded letter addressed to Philadelphia Pa,
light matching New-York postmark at bottom, Very Fine; 1979 P. F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

799

)
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ brown (1), large to very large margins, nice shade and impression,
tied by red New York square grid cancel New York square grid cancel New York square grid cancel on 1849 folded letter
addressed to Boston Mass, matching New-York postmark at right; cover with small flaws, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
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800

801

800

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ brown (1), red New York square grid cancel, flawless GEM copy of
this popular stamp, nice shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 2000 P.S.E. certificate, which calls this red brown.
Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

801

m
[New York] New York postmark on 5¢ dark brown (1a), red New York square grid cancel, fantastic top
quality example of this popular color variety, with nice big margins and tremendous eye appeal, Very Fine; 1997 P. F.
certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

802

803

804

805

802

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancel, dynamite top quality
example with extra large margins, excellent sharp crisp impression, Extremely Fine; 1997 P.F. cert. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

803

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancel, large to huge margins
including a portion of the stamp at left, deep rich shade, excellent sharp crisp impression, Extremely Fine; 1991 P. F.
certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

804

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancels, large to extremely
large margins (including small portion of frameline of the stamp above), nice shade and impression, Extremely Fine;
1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

805

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), bold red New York square grid cancel, extremely attractive example with outstanding eye appeal, nice shade, Very Fine; 1984 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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806

807

808

809

806

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), neat red New York square grid cancel, a flawless high
quality stamp including sheet margin at top, with finely detailed sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

807

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancel, a striking example with
wonderfully rich color, a very pleasing example of this popular stamp, Extremely Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

808

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancel, desirable example with
four nicely clearing margins, deep rich shade and impression, Very Fine; signed "H. Bloch", 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

809

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), neatly struck red New York square grid cancel, fresh and
appealing top quality example with large margins and razor sharp impression; small corner margin crease at top left (not
noted in accompanying certificate), Very Fine; clear 1991 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

810

811

812

813

810

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancel, attractive large
margined stamp including the frameline of the stamp above, extremely intense color, Very Fine; 1984 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

811

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancel, a most impressive four
margin copy with warm rich color, Very Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

812

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancel, clear to very large margins, nice shade and impression, vertical frameline at upper right extended into margin, Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

813

m
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), red New York square grid cancels, extremely fresh and
completely sound stamp, light manuscript notation on reverse transferred from cover, Fine; 1986 P. F. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
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814

)
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), large to very large margins, rich shade and impression,
tied by red New York square grid cancel on folded address sheet addressed to Athens Tenn, matching New-York postmark at right, manuscript “PAID” underneath stamp, Extremely Fine; 1999 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

815

)
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), large margins all around, light plate scratches in margin
outside left frameline, tied by circular red grids on brown cover addressed to Detroit Mich, matching New York postmark, Very Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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816

())
[New York] New York postmark on 10¢ black (2), boardwalk margins, rich shade and impression, tied by
red New York square grid cancel on FRONT ONLY and backflap of folded outer address sheet addressed to Rochester
NY; file fold at center passes through matching New-York postmark, otherwise Very Fine; 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,150 for single stamp.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Rochester NY
Producing 71 – 5¢ covers and 21 – 10¢ covers and one
combination cover, and receiving 46,500 – 5¢ stamps and
8,500 – 10¢ stamps, the first ones arriving on August 5, 1847.

817

60

)
[New York] Rochester postmark on 10¢ black (2), exemplary example with extremely large margins including the entire top frameline and small portions of the design of the stamp below, multiple plate scratches in top right
margin, tied by red Rochester NY town mark with integral 10 rate on 1850 folded letter addressed to New York City; light
file fold at center does not affect stamp or markings, Extremely Fine; 1998 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Philadelphia PA
Producing 1,443 of the 1,747 covers reported, Philadelphia was a
great commercial center both domestically and abroad, providing an
active port on the East coast. 1,169 – 5¢ covers and 270 – 10¢
covers are recorded. They received a total of 462,000 – 5¢ stamps
and 77,000 – 10¢ stamps.

818

819

820

818

s

819

m
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), light blue Philadelphia town cancel with integral “5 cts”, appealing example with nicely balanced margins and glorious fresh color, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate.
Scott $485.
Estimate $350 - 500

820

m
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia postmark on 5¢ brown (1), two strikes of blue Philadelphia town cancels, superior example, large to very large margins including the bottom frame line of the stamp above, excellent shade and impression; light tone spot at top not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine; clear 2003 P. F. certificate, which
calls this stamp red brown. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), tied to small piece by blue Philadelphia town
cancel with integral “5 cts”, appealing large margined example with wonderful fresh color, Very Fine; 1984 P. F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

821

822

821

m
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia postmark on 5¢ brown (1), light blue Philadelphia town cancel, gorgeous example with mouth watering rich color, attractive shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$475.
Estimate $400 - 600

822

m
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia postmark on 5¢ brown (1), light blue Philadelphia integral “5 cts” town cancel, exemplary example with breathtaking large margins including a small portion of the top frame line of the stamp below, Extremely Fine; 1981 P. F. certificate. Scott $510.
Estimate $400 - 600
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823

s
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia postmark on 5¢ brown (1), tied to small piece by blue Philadelphia “10 cts”
integral town cancel, an exemplary example with wonderful large margins, nice shade and impression, Extremely Fine;
1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

824

)
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia postmark on 5¢ brown (1), horizontal pair, large to very large margins, excellent shade and impression, tied by blue circular grids and “PHILADELPHIA Pa. 10” town cancel on 1849 folded outer
address sheet addressed to Webster Mass., attractive shade and cover; light vertical cover file fold through town cancel, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

825

826

825

m
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia (?) postmark on 10¢ black (2), bold blue “PAID” in lozenge (probably from
Philadelphia), amazingly fresh and choice four margined stamp, Very Fine; 1983 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

826

m
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia (?) postmark on 10¢ black (2), double strikes of blue integral “10 cts” town
cancel (probably Philadelphia), excellent large margined example, including a portion of the frameline of the stamp
above, nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 1997 P. F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Postmarks by State and Town

Burlington VT
With only 64 5¢ covers and not one 10¢ cover used, Burlington
received 14,600 – 5¢ stamps and only 200 – 10¢ stamps which likely accounts for this. Of all the covers used from the
state, only one is used abroad and to Canada.

827

)
[Vermont] Burlington postmark on 5¢ red brown (1), large margins all around, light shade and impression,
red circular grid cancel on 1849 folded cover addressed to Andover Mass., matching “BURLINGTON Vt.” town cancel
at left, Very Fine; 2000 P. F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Foreign Mail

Current Earliest 5¢ 1847 Foreign Usage

828

)
5¢ red brown (1), used to England, current Earliest Day of Use, July 7, 1847. A lovely example with complete margins tied by New York red square grid cancel to folded lettersheet with invoice datelined 7th of July 1847, addressed to Messrs. T.W. Mackford & Co., Liverpool, England, 1/- due handstamp marking, manuscript Caledonia and
backstamped Liverpool July 28, 1847 upon arrival, also evidence of a reversed impression of red backstamp that appears to resemble a “7” quite possibly from an underlying datestamp of a postmark, Very Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
Likely the earliest 5¢ 1847 use and the earliest possible recorded date to a foreign destination, one of two recorded
covers used from New York on July 7, 1847: one domestic use to Poultney VT and this datelined only cover to
England which sailed on the Cunard Liner on its 2nd voyage of July 1847 aboard the "Caledonia", which departed
from Boston on July 16th and arrived July 28th in Liverpool England.
This predates (by 7 days) the “Wagshal” 10¢ cover bearing a July 14th Philadelphia postmark and traveling aboard
the same sailing vessel. That item realized $63,250.00.
The 5¢ 1847 stamp, along with the 10¢ were delivered to the New York Post Office (which was the converted Old
Dutch Church), on July 1, 1847, the earliest date of record for the 5¢ is July 7, 1847 and two covers are known with
the 5¢ reported by Alexander in “The United States 1847 Issue: A Cover Census”, this one the listed example being
used abroad.
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829

s

830

)
10¢ black (2), used to Canada, extremely large margins including portions of the stamps above and below,
wonderful deep rich shade, sharp crisp impression, tied by red New York square grid cancel on 1850 folded cover addressed to Montreal, C. E., matching “NEW-YORK” postmark and manuscript “4½” Canadian due marking, proper red
Montreal backstamp; light file fold through New York postmark, otherwise Extremely Fine, a GEM quality stamp on a
very pretty cover, worthy of the finest collection, ex-Seven Oaks; 1980 Friedl Expert Committee certificate and signed
“H J Bloch”. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

5¢ red brown (1), used to England, tied by light blue cancel on small piece of 1848 cover, with Liverpool
transit and Sheffield receiving mark on backflap, an exquisite high quality example with delightful color and sharp clear
impression; paper tears repaired, not affecting stamp or markings, otherwise Extremely Fine, 1847 stamps used on
trans-atlantic covers are extremely scarce; 1980 P. F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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831

)
10¢ black (2), used to Canada, ample to very large margins, excellent shade and impression, tied by red circular grid cancel on 1849 folded cover addressed to St. Catharines C. W., matching light “NEW-YORK” postmark,
manuscript “paid to the Lines” at top left, black Queenston U.C. transit mark and manuscript “4½” Canadian due; light
file folds through postmarks, otherwise Very Fine; 1972 APS certificate (photo damaged by water). Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

832

)
10¢ black (2), used to Canada, ample to large margins, dark shade, sharp impression, tied by red New York
square grid and matching “NEW-YORK” town cancel on 1851 folded letter addressed to Toronto C. W., lightly struck
Queenston U.C. transit mark, manuscript “4½” Canadian due, Toronto double circle backstamp, Extremely Fine; 1984
P. F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

End of the Second Session
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